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Executive Summary 
 
The European Commission has recently issued a relevant policy document on the 
transition to digital (�Principles and Guidelines for the Community�s Audiovisual Policy in 
the Digital Age�, Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European 
Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, 1999). 
The document outlines the main strategic guidelines which national and international 
regulatory bodies should follow for a balanced governance of the take-off of the digital 
economy in the audio-visual sector. The entertainment and media sector unfortunately still 
lies far behind the �ideal world� as outlined in the Commission�s Communication. The 
present study demonstrates how today�s European new media market suffers from the 
absence of stable business, legislative and technological environments.  
 

In the authors� opinion, three main factors play against a balanced take-off of the new 
media markets:  
1. fragmentation of current legislation 
2. the absence of an integrated telecommunications infrastructure  
3. the absence of a regulatory framework taking into account the impact of media 

convergence 

 
Legislative fragmentation is mostly caused by delays and political conflicts between the 
European Institutions and the Member States. In addition, in some countries (such as in the 
UK), regional legislation may introduce further fragmentation in digital TV legislation and 
risk constituting a barrier or element of uncertainty in the definition of a homogeneous 
legislative environment. In addition, political commitment varies from one country to 
another: on one side there are countries looking to implement substantially de-regulated 
policies (such as the UK), while in other countries intermediate solutions (duopoly or 
oligopoly) are preferred (Germany and Italy). Change of national government may 
transform the adopted strategy on the matter, making the game more confused. It�s easy to 
see that the regulatory framework is still far from stable at the European level, despite the 
efforts of the Commission and the Parliament to harmonise existing national legislation. 
Fragmentation in legislative environment may also lead to the creation of uneven 
competition conditions at the European level, as the access of foreign players to some 
national markets can be hindered by  national legislation. 
 
The absence of an integrated European media and telecommunications infrastructure 
is another key issue. Dominant transmission means vary from country to country (for 
example, Belgium has a full cable penetration, while in Italy digital TV business are 
mostly based on satellite transmission). This implies, among other consequences, the 
establishment of different business models for new media companies at the European 
level, increasing risks for the financing of audio-visual productions and, last but not least, 
uneven start-up costs for the viewers. The advent of DTTV (Digital Terrestrial Television) 
will lead to the introduction of additional uncertainties and the appearance of new 
operational scenarios, such as the deployment of a number of European open horizontal 
platforms for audio-visual distribution (i.e. including satellite, cable and terrestrial TV, 
integrated with internet and mobile GSM/UMTS services), having the potential of 
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developing divergent scenarios in terms of harmonisation of the European media 
infrastructures. Existing disparities in national media infrastructures are a matter of fact 
rather than a debate for policy makers, as it is not conceivable a legislative action aiming 
to harmonise them in a unique distribution platform (or �pipeline�), at least in the short-
medium term. However, the legislator must bear in mind that dominance of different 
platforms may bring to different market conditions and to the creation of market scenarios 
which can, in the worst case, encourage market fragmentation phenomena rather than 
boost the creation of an European identity in the new media industry. 

 
In addition, Europe suffers from the absence of a genuine European �convergence 
policy� (the opinion of the Community institutions on the Green Paper on Convergence of 
the Telecommunications, Media and Information Technology Sectors, is that there is a 
�need for an appropriate regulatory environment as an essential part of this trend�). This is 
at the same time one of the causes and a consequence of the above consideration on 
legislation and infrastructure fragmentation. Convergence implies by its own nature the 
use of different media, namely cable, satellite, terrestrial TV, internet and telephony. 
Convergence of media means also, unfortunately, convergence of policies. Individual 
policies are not considering convergence as a dominant factor of their expression and keep 
on carrying out sectoral analyses and issuing sectoral Directives without proactively 
considering the convergence as the glue of the whole technology business today. Policy 
interconnection is not an easy game, but dominant players in one sector (e.g. the telecom 
operators) may quickly take advantage by expanding their business into other sectors, as it 
is the case of business in the new media sector and this kind of issues cannot be resolved 
through the implementation of individual policies or by simply extending of existing 
regulatory frameworks to other sectors. 
 
The Committee on Legal Affairs and the Internal Market plays a decisive role in the 
definition of the future digital policy, as the regulatory open issues for the new media 
industry are several in number and often of difficult resolution.  
 

In particular, competition policy options issues should be carefully taken into account by 
the European Parliament.  

 
These include: 
 

- integration of the existing regulatory framework with elements considering the 
increasing horizontal integration and competition between telecom operators, big 
ISPs and TV broadcasters. Horizontal competition is mostly due to the entrance of 
telecom operators in the media and entertainment sector. As the integration of 
services through different platforms implies the provision of telecommunication 
services, telecom operators are going to occupy a dominant position in new media 
market scenarios. Such aggregations are going to create competition problems and 
should be promptly taken into account by the legislator. 

 
- integration of the existing regulatory framework with elements considering the 

increasing vertical integration and competition in media and entertainment sector 
and position European policy in relation to the new media value chain. Vertical 
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competition deals with the shake-out of the traditional media value chain. New 
value relations strengthen producers� dominant position and introduce, once again, 
the provision of telecommunication services as a central factor. 

 
- establishment of equal access rights for consumers, by carrying out investigations 

on current tarifing schemes for mobile telephony, pay-TV and internet, and how 
they are going to harmonise in a convergence scenario. This aspect is linked to 
horizontal competition policy, as the potential dominant position of horizontal 
aggregations may strongly impact tarifing policy and, consequently, users� access 
rights to services provided through integrated platforms. Consumers� perception is 
also a discriminating factor in this context, as the offer of new services will be 
very diversified, and users� acceptance may influence the definition of access fees.  

 
- establishment of a legislative framework for the safeguarding of small media and 

entertainment business, by creating a regulatory environment protecting them from 
the risks of market globalisation. These risks derive from the potential 
establishment of market monopolies, which can seriously threaten the survival of 
small production companies located in small countries with an intrinsic, language-
dependent market exploitation potential (namely outside France, UK, Germany 
and, to some extent, Italy and Spain). 

 
 

On the other side, the European Commission may decisively contribute to the 
harmonisation of the new media development framework by: 
1. monitoring the transposition and the implementation of the existing relevant Directives 

in the Member States 
2. establishing the notion of �convergence� in the European policy making 
3. supporting the creation of a balanced European new media business 
4. promoting the creation and the diffusion of an European identity 
5. implementing a series of measures aiming to protect the consumer�s choice 

 
The monitoring of the correct transposition and implementation of existing Directives 
surely facilitates the creation of a balanced market environment for the new media 
business. In addition, this approach reveals to be very cost effective, as it displays full 
contiguity with the current legislative plans. On the other side, the present legislative 
framework does not fully take into account the digital media business as it will presumably 
develop in the next few years, as some notions, such as the concept of convergence itself, 
are not explicitly included in today's legislation. In addition, the reader must consider that 
regulation is a very slow process, always much slower than markets. The risk is that the 
simple (but legitimate) application of the existing laws reveals to be short-sight, as the 
regulation often is implicitly not able to understand market dynamics. 

 
It is therefore important to speed-up the process of introducing the notion of 
"convergence platform" into the European legislation. This option, which should be 
considered by the European Parliament as well, implies the review of the current 
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legislative work, as well as the development of a series of (few) new Directives and/or 
Communications adopting the convergence platform as the transmission mean in place of 
its individual components, i.e. terrestrial TV broadcasting, satellite, cable, internet and 
mobile telephony (namely GSM and UMTS). Under this scenario, traditional tools such as 
TV, PCs, mobile telephones, etc. have to be considered just as terminals of a larger 
technology and content platform, generated by the merging of all traditional 
telecommunication and media platforms.  
 
For what it concerns business development issues, the European Commission might 
decisively contribute to a balanced development of the media and entertainment sector by 
fostering the creation of new entertainment and media companies (generated by 
enterpreneurship and not by investors' relations), in order to balance the dominant 
European business trend of creating bigger and bigger aggregations, and to safeguard 
national and local identities. These aspects are also relevant for training and R&D policies. 
In particular the European Commission might consider the following options: 
 

- encourage enterpreneurship at all levels, from students, to would-be business 
owners and managers, to those who are already running or managing a business.  

 
- provide education in core business skills. Many media businesses are started by 

people who have outstanding creative or technical skills, but little or no experience 
of running a company or of business administration. Media business owners and 
managers often lack key knowledge of company management and market strategy. 
Many acknowledge that they would benefit from learning about specific media 
business issues, such as the management of IPRs. 

 
- encourage investment in media companies. High-growth media businesses 

encounter problems when seeking external capital. They are often unaware of the 
best sources of finance and the best method of presenting themselves to potential 
financiers. 

 
- encourage networking and collaboration. Collaboration is infrequent amongst 

small media companies. However, when joint ventures are formed, they can have 
highly positive results for those involved, allowing them to exploit new market 
opportunities and share costs. 

 
About globalisation, the creation of larger and larger aggregations operating at the 
international level and a product standardisation: this trend is perceived as a threat by 
small industries (mostly producers), fearing a decrease in their market shares. This is an 
issue for the internal European market, as small countries have little potential to become 
global European players in the next few years. Great business aggregations will probably 
merge players from big countries, namely UK, Germany and France, due also to the 
penetration of these languages in the continent. On the other side, the entrance of new 
players in national markets can be seen as a driving factor, as it can provide new business 
models to local industries and encourage the development on new original concepts for the 
sector. Though globalisation has strong competition implications, it should not be 
considered just as a threat for small businesses, rather an opportunity for cultural 
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promotion and social cohesion. For what it concerns extra-European relations, the 
European Commission should consider the possibility of playing a proactive role in the 
definition of a world-wide business and cultural paradigm for the new media sector. 
 
Finally, consumer�s choice is a much more delicate issue, as the digital business is 
changing the perception of the users towards the service and vice-versa. New media 
players are progressively gaining more and more control on the viewer, as convergence 
tends to unify different services in a unique platform, and, what�s more dangerous, a 
unique content provider. The control, favoured by a passive behaviour of the viewer, can 
assume the forms of cross-advertising (e.g. the promotion of a TV program through the 
internet), unaware control of consumers� choice (e.g. through the un-famous �cookies�) 
and conscious delivery of customisation features (e.g. an interactive TV service). Once 
again, this is an issue for the competition regulation (i.e. how to avoid the creation of too 
big concentration in this business at the European level), but the European Commission 
can put in place a number of actions, such as the implementation of extensive awareness 
campaigns, to make European citizens aware about threats and opportunities of the 
incumbent market scenarios and to train them in a virtuous use of the new viewer�s 
paradigm, underlining the existing options for consumers to make the new entertainment 
engines a culturally profitable instrument. These campaigns, which may include short 
focused surveys to consumers, should be promoted and planned by the European 
Commission, but implemented at the national level, taking into account of the different 
viewers� perception of the issue. 
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Options brief 
 
 
Options for the European Parliament 
 
Regulation 
 

- integration of the existing regulatory framework with elements considering the 
increasing horizontal integration and competition between telecom operators, big 
ISPs and TV broadcasters 

 
- integration of the existing regulatory framework with elements considering the 

increasing vertical integration and competition in media and entertainment sector 
and position European policy in relation to the new media value chain 

 
- establishment of equal access rights for consumers 

 
- establishment of a legislative framework for the safeguarding of small media and 

entertainment business.  
 
Technology 
 

- encourage the work undertaken by the DVB Project, with particular reference to 
the DVB-MHP standard. 

 
- provide guidance for the deployment of DTTV (Digital Terrestrial Television) in 

Europe 
 

 
Options for the European Commission 
 
Digital media 
 

- vigilance on transposition and implementation of existing relevant Directives at 
the European level 
 

- speed-up the process of introducing the notion of "convergence platform" into the 
European legislation 
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- explore the potential for the governance of the physical integration of transport 
platforms 

 
- foster the development of personal mobility services  

 
Media and entertainment sector 
 

- monitor the increasing horizontal competition between telecom operators, big ISPs 
and TV broadcasters 

 
- monitor the increasing vertical competition in media and entertainment sector and 

position European policy in relation to the new media value chain 
 
- define a new paradigm for the future digital public service in Europe 

 
- encourage enterpreneurship at all levels, from students, to would-be business 

owners and managers, to those who are already running or managing a business 
 

- encourage investments and capital venture in new media companies 
 
- encourage networking and collaboration among new media SMEs 

 
- encourage the implementation of measures aiming to safeguard digital content 

from piracy 
 
EU policy in the context of globalisation 
 

- foster the creation of a new media European identity and promote it outside the 
European boundaries 

 
- promote the European digital content world-wide, as a primary cultural strategy 

 
EU policy on minority cultures, artistic creativity, freedom of expression, consumer choice 
 

- promote initiatives to protect cultural and linguistic diversity  
 

- protect consumer�s choice 
 
- guarantee equity of access to new media services 
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Training and R&D policy 
  

- promote initiatives in education and training, to fill the gap between market 
demand and offer for new professional profiles as markets develops 

 
- promote R&D initiatives in content innovation, to explore new creative space for 

the definition of new innovative services for citizens 
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Framework 
 
The European Commission has recently issued a relevant policy document on the 
transition to the digital1. The document outlines the main strategic guidelines which 
national and international regulatory bodies should follow for a balanced governance of 
the take-off of the digital economy in the audio-visual sector. In particular, the 
Communication sets out a number of specific principles for the audio-visual sector2: 
 

- the �principle of proportionality�, requiring minimum and very focused 
interventions of the legislator for regulatory purposes. 

 
- the �principle of the separation� of content regulation and transport regulation as a 

key factor for ensuring a balanced development of digital markets. 
 
- the definition of �general interest objectives�, which can be subject to regulation 

only where markets fail to meet them. 
 
- the recognition of the �role of the public service broadcasting� and the need for 

transparency in its financing. 
 
- the �principle of self-regulation� as an essential complement to regulatory 

frameworks established by public authorities. 
 
The entertainment and media sector unfortunately lies still much behind the �ideal world� 
as outlined in the Commission�s Communication. The present study demonstrates how 
today�s European new media market suffers from the absence of stable business, 
legislative and technological environments. In the authors� opinion, three main factors play 
against a balanced take-off of the new media markets: fragmentation of current legislation, 
the absence of an integrated telecommunication infrastructure and the absence of a 
regulatory framework taking into account the impact of media convergence. 
 
Legislation fragmentation is mostly caused by delays and political conflicts between the 
European institutions and the Member States. For example, Directive 95/47/EC on the use 
of standards for the transmission of digital signals has been issued in 1995, but at the end 
of October 1999 two Member States (France and Austria) have not transposed it in any 
part yet, while other eleven countries transposed it only partially. Only in the UK and in 
Germany the Directive has been to date fully transposed by the national governments and 
is currently monitored by the Parliament. In addition, in some countries (such as in the 
UK), regional legislation may introduce further fragmentation elements in digital TV 
                                                           
1 �Principles and Guidelines for the Community�s Audiovisual Policy in the Digital Age�, Communication 
from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the 
Committee of the Regions, 1999. 
2 These principles have been recently underlined at the European Internet Summit in Madrid on 11 January 
2000 during a speech by Commissioner Mrs. Viviane Reding, Member of the European Commission and 
responsible for Education and Culture. The full text of the speech by Commissioner Viviane Reding is 
available at the URL www.europa.eu.int/comm/dg10/avpolicy/key_doc/Madrid_en.html. 
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legislation and risk to constitute a barrier or another uncertainty element in the definition 
of an homogeneous legislative environment3. As an addendum to this situation, it has to be 
considered that political committment vary from one country to another: on one side there 
are countries looking for the implementation of substantially de-regulated policies (such as 
in the UK), while in other countries intermediate solutions (duopoly or oligopoly) are 
preferred by national governments (this is the case of Germany and Italy). Needless to say, 
political alternance in national governments composition may transform the adopted 
strategy on the matter, making the game more confused. It�s easy to see that the regulatory 
framework is still far to be considered stable at the European level, despite the efforts of 
the Commission and the Parliament in the direction of an harmonisation of existing 
national legislation. Fragmentation in legislative environment may also lead to the creation 
of uneven competition conditions at the European level, as the access of foreign players to 
some national markets can be hindered by the existence of national legislation. 
 
The absence of an integrated European media and telecommunications infrastructure 
is another key element to be considered for this analysis. As it will be shown in the 
discussion of the present paper, dominant transmission means vary from country to country 
(for example, Belgium has a full cable penetration, while in Italy digital TV business are 
mostly based on satellite transmission). This implies, among other consequences, the 
establishment of different business models for new media companies at the European 
level, increasing risks for the financing of audio-visual productions and, last but not least, 
uneven start-up costs for the viewers4. The advent of DTTV (Digital Terrestrial 
Television) will lead to the introduction of additional uncertainties and the appearance of 
new operational scenarios, such as the deployment of a number of European open 
horizontal platform for audio-visual distribution (i.e. including satellite, cable and 
terrestrial TV, integrated with internet and mobile GSM/UMTS services), having the 
potential of developing divergent scenarios in terms of harmonisation of the European 
media infrastructures. Existing disparities in national media infrastructures are a matter of 
fact rather than a debate for policy makers, as it is not conceivable a legislative action 
aiming to harmonise them in a unique distribution platform (or �pipeline�), at least in the 
short-medium term. However, the legislator must bear in mind that dominance of different 
platforms may bring to different market conditions and to the creation of market scenarios 
which can, in the worst case, encourage market fragmentation phenomena rather than 
boost the creation of an European identity in the new media industry. 

 
In addition, Europe suffers from the absence of a genuine European �convergence 
policy�5. This is at the same time one of the causes and a consequence of the above 
consideration on legislation and infrastructure fragmentation. Convergence implies by its 
own nature the use of different media, namely cable, satellite, terrestrial TV, internet and 
telephony. Convergence of media means also, unfortunately, convergence of policies. 
Individual policies are not considering convergence as a dominant factor of their 
expression and keep on carrying out sectoral analyses and issuing sectoral Directives 
                                                           
3 Cable legislation may oblige digital TV operators to obtain broadcasting licenses region by region (Idate, 
�The development of Digital TV in the European Union�, on behalf on the European Commission, 1999). 
4 The rich existing offer of digital TV stations in countries with a high cable penetration produces a certain 
inertia in TV viewers to switch from analogue to digital TV (Idate, �The development of Digital TV in the 
European Union�, on behalf on the European Commission, 1999). 
5 The opinion of the Community institutions on the Green Paper on Convergence of the Telecommunications, 
Media and Information Technology Sectors, is that there is a �need for an appropriate regulatory environment 
as an essential part of this trend�. 
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without proactively considering the convergence as the glue of the whole technology 
business today. The digital business overlaps television, internet, telecommunications and 
content policy and should be probably considered as a new business area rather than a 
composition of different domains as it is today in current policy practices6. Individual 
sectors constitute the components on which the digital business is going to be built, but are 
not able to give a fully convincing interpretation of the digital business as a whole. Policy 
interconnection is not an easy game, but dominant players in one sector (e.g. the telecom 
operators) may quickly take advantage by expanding their business into other sectors, as it 
is the case of business in the new media sector and this kind of issues cannot be resolved 
through the implementation of individual policies or by simply extending of existing 
regulatory frameworks to other sectors7. The digital business will probably require the 
development of an own specific policy as the market develops, and the legislator will have 
to consider a series of specific issues featured by the digital markets. It is therefore 
questionable if the application of the principle of proportionality and of self-regulation, as 
stated by the European Commission, is of advantage for the development of convergence 
markets or, at the contrary, lets open too many doors for the advent of dominant players, 
thus putting the basis for an unbalanced market competition in Europe. 
 
The present paper, whose aim is to present a number of policy options for the European 
Parliament and the European Commission, is based on these assumptions, which constitute, 
in authors� opinion, the starting point for any policy making activity on the media and 
entertainment sector at the European level. 
 
The report has been written and edited by Mario Martinoli (iCons srl) and Dr. Helga 
Treiber (Teleport Sachsen-Anhalt GmbH). The paper has been fully reviewed by Fred 
Hasson (iCons srl), desk research has been carried out by Morgane Lesage (Teleport 
Sachsen-Anhalt GmbH). 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
6 It is interesting to notice how the only specific Directive directly referring to digital TV (95/47/EC) addresses 
a very specific technical aspect (the use of standards for the transmission of television signals) without 
explicitly considering convergence implications. 
7 The 1999 Communications Review by the European Commission suggests that a new EU framework should 
be adopted which would apply the same rules and regulations to all providers of communications infrastructure 
and associated services including: fixed or mobile wireless, telecommunications, broadcast television, 
broadcast cable, satellite and terrestrial services. 
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A - Options  
 
 
A1. Policy options for the European Parliament 
 
A1.1 Policy options for the Committee on Legal Affairs and the Internal Market 
 
The Committee on Legal Affairs and the Internal Market plays a decisive role in the 
definition of the digital policy, as the regulatory open issues for the new media industry are 
several in number and often of difficult resolution. Merger, acquisitions, and new 
aggregations of existing players can create problems to the regulation authorities, and the 
current discipline in not inter-sectoral. TV broadcasters, global ISPs, telecom operators can 
establish global alliances leading to potential de-facto monopoly situations, as in the case 
of the recent Time Warner/AOL and Pearson/CLT mergers, and more recently, the 
acquisition of the internet venture Lycos by Terra Network, the internet subsidiary of 
Telefonica. The elaboration of a new policy containing elements considering the transition 
to the digital in the context of convergence should be considered a priority by the 
Committee. In particular, aspects considering competition policy should be carefully 
taken into account. These include: 
 

- integration of the existing regulatory framework with elements considering the 
increasing horizontal integration and competition between telecom operators, big 
ISPs and TV broadcasters. Horizontal competition is mostly due to the entrance of 
telecom operators in the media and entertainment sector8. As the integration of 
services through different platforms implies the provision of telecommunication 
services, telecom operators are going to occupy a dominant position in new media 
market scenarios9. Such aggregations are going to create competition problems and 
should be promptly taken into account by the legislator, as no specific legislative 
actions have been undertaken yet. 

 
- integration of the existing regulatory framework with elements considering the 

increasing vertical integration and competition in media and entertainment sector 
and position European policy in relation to the new media value chain. Vertical 
competition deals with the shake-out of the traditional media value chain. New 
value relations strengthen producers� dominant position and introduce, once again, 
the provision of telecommunication services as a central factor. This aspect has 
been already considered by the European Parliament10, but, as above, no specific 
legislative actions has been undertaken yet. 

 
- establishment of equal access rights for consumers, by carrying out investigations 

on current tarifing schemes for mobile telephony, pay-TV and internet, and how 
                                                           
8 See also comments on www.ovum.com  
9 As in the case of the recent acquisition of Dutch media producer Endemol and US internet venture Lycos by 
the Spanish telecom operator Telefonica, looking for acquiring a dominant market position in Spanish-speaking 
world. 
10 In a note to Commission�s Communication COM(1999)0540. 

horizontal 
competition 

vertical 
competition 
equal access 
rights
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they are going to harmonise in a convergence scenario. This aspect is linked to 
horizontal competition policy, as the potential dominant position of horizontal 
aggregations may strongly impact tarifing policy and, consequently, users� access 
rights to services provided through integrated platforms. Consumers� perception is 
also a discriminating factor in this context, as the offer of new services will be 
very diversified, and users� acceptance may influence the definition of access fees.  

 
- establishment of a legislative framework for the safeguarding of small media and 

entertainment business, by creating a regulatory environment protecting them from 
the risks of market globalisation. These risks derive from the potential 
establishment of market monopolies, which can seriously threaten the survival of 
small production companies located in small countries with an intrinsic, language-
dependent market exploitation potential (namely outside France, UK, Germany 
and, to some extent, Italy and Spain). 

 
The first two options might be configured as an on-going process, based on a close 
monitoring of market dynamics at the European level, though a specific legislative 
intervention by the Committee seems appropriate. A recent Council Decision in this 
direction seems to facilitate this work11. The third and fourth options requires more work. 
Viewer�s perception, which is crucial element for the implementation of that policy, is not 
an easily measurable variable yet. A suggestion to the Committee could be to realise a 
large scale study in co-operation with the STOA, addressing consumers� protection issues 
and investigating the harmonisation of tarifing schemes in a potential convergence 
scenario. The same solution (a preliminary study carried out by the STOA unit) can be 
applicable for the last option. The European Commission should be solicited by the 
Committee on these themes as well. 
 
For what it concerns technological aspects, the Committee should consider the possibility 
of establishing DVB-MHP (Multimedia Home Platform) as the European legislative 
standard for set-top-boxes in digital TV. The work undertaken by the DVB Project, 
strongly supported by the Directive 95/47/EC and its successive monitoring reports, must 
be encouraged, especially in the next few years, when terrestrial digital TV will take-off 
and the digital TV market will become a truly European market involving millions of 
households Europe-wide. DVB standards (DVB-MHP for set-top-boxes and DVB-T for 
terrestrial television transmission) may well become legislative standards for Europe, but, 
due also to the existing barriers, the authors believe that a legislative action today appears 
premature. In particular, the Committee should: 
 

- encourage the work undertaken by the DVB Project, with particular reference to 
the DVB-MHP standard. The Parliament should adopt a very cautious approach to 
this issue, as an early establishment of the DVB-MHP standard as a legislative 
one: present dominant standards (OpenTV and Mediahighway) can be considered 
a de-facto duopoly in Europe and the migration towards a potential new legislative 
DVB-based technical standard would risk to give to one or few digital TV 
operators a too strong competitive advantage in the market. This should be read 
also in the perspective that nearly all traditional broadcasters and media players in 

                                                           
11 Council Decision of 26. April 1999 establishing a Community statistical information infrastructure relating to 
the industry and markets of audio-visual and related sectors (1999/297/EC). 
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Europe entered the digital TV business, making a relatively small market a big 
game. 

 
- provide guidance for the deployment of DTTV (Digital Terrestrial Television) in 

Europe. The Committee might explicitly indicate DVB-T as the emerging standard 
for DTTV in Europe. Times for such a decision in this direction appears to be 
mature, as all European countries (including non-EU states) already made a 
decision about the adoption of the DVB-T standard, and all present commercial 
DTTV services already adopt it as the transmission protocol. In this context, the 
Committee should undertake actions aiming to put pressure on international non-
European governments to encourage them to carry out objective technical tests for 
the adoption of DTTV transmission standards, and lobby for DVB-T system. 
These types of actions have been recently undertaken by the European 
Commission as well. 

 
Finally, harmonisation with the work of the European Commission is another essential 
component of the Committee�s policy, and has demonstrated successful in the last years 
for the definition of regulatory principles on the transition to the digital. 
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A2. Policy options for the European Commission 
 
 
A2.1 Digital media 
 
It�s common belief of most part of European new media enterprises that the current 
regulatory framework on digital media still needs to be fully implemented by public 
authorities. The main concern regards the fact that market expansion strategies in foreign 
markets can be seriously hindered by the absence of an harmonised regulatory 
environment at the European level. The difficulties encountered by Canal Plus (the major 
European digital TV operator) in approaching foreign markets does not constitute a driver 
for other operators to undertake the same way.  
 
Vigilance on transposition and implementation of existing relevant Directives at the 
European level12 is therefore a priority for the European Commission, namely 

 
- the Television without Frontiers Directive (89/552/EEC), adopted on 3 October 

1989 by the Council and amended on 30 June 1997 by the European Parliament 
and the Council Directive 97/36/CE. This Directive establishes the legal frame of 
reference for the free movement of television broadcasting services in the 
European Union in order to promote the development of and European market in 
broadcasting and related activities, such as television advertising and the 
production of audio-visual programmes. 

 
- the Telecommunication Regulatory package, based on the Directive 90/386/EEC 

as amended by Directive 97/51/EC on ONP (Open Network Protocol) 
Framework13 and integrated by successive Directives on  

 
• Leased Lines (Directive 92/44/EEC as amended by Directive 97/51/EC),  
 
• New Voice Telephony Lines (Directive 98/10/EC),  

 
• Licensing (Directive 97/13/EC),  

 
• Interconnection (Directive 97/33/EC),  

 
• Numbering (Directive 98/61/EC amending Directive 97/33/EC), 

 
• Data Protection (Directive 97/66/EC). 

 

                                                           
12 All Commission Directives are available at the URL europa.eu.int.  
13 Including reforms proposed as part of the 1999 Communications Review. 
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- the Directive 95/47/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 24 October 
1995 on the use of standards for the transmission of television signals. 

 
 

The monitoring of the correct transposition and implementation of existing Directives 
surely facilitates the creation of a balanced market environment for the new media 
business. In addition, this approach reveals to be very cost effective, as it displays full 
contiguity with the current legislative plans. On the other side, the present legislative 
framework does not fully take into account the digital media business as it will presumably 
develop in the next few years, as some notions, such as the concept of convergence itself, 
are not explicitly included in today's legislation. In addition, the reader must consider that 
regulation is a very slow process, always much slower than markets. The risk is that the 
simple (but legitimate) application of the existing laws reveals to be short-sight, as the 
regulation often is implicitly not able to understand market dynamics14. 

 
It is therefore important to speed up the process of introducing the notion of "convergence 
platform" into the European legislation. This option, which should be considered by the 
European Parliament as well, implies the review of the current legislative work, as well as 
the development of a series of (few) new Directives and/or Communications adopting the 
convergence platform as the transmission mean in place of its individual components, i.e. 
terrestrial TV broadcasting, satellite, cable, internet and mobile telephony (namely GSM 
and UMTS). Under this scenario, traditional tools such as TV, PCs, mobile telephones, etc. 
have to be considered just as terminals of a larger technology and content platform, 
generated by the merging of all traditional telecommunication and media platforms. 
Elements for such a work can be already found in some documents issued by the 
Commission (such as the Communication on Convergence COM(1999)108 final, March 
1999 and successive consultations). 
 
The main innovation element raising from the present consultation work is substantially 
the affirmation of the principle of separation between technology and content regulation, 
though made without direct reference to specific technology situations and, rather 
surprisingly, without any reference to market situations "as they are" in today's Europe. 
The introduction of the notion of convergence in legislation requires however a very 
cautious approach, as it aims to consider somehow a priori an integrated set of 
technologies and services which are likely to be delivered in the European markets in the 
next few years. Regulation may risk to fail by anticipating the markets, as the adoption of 
this policy somehow requires. 
 
There are no immediate requirements for the implementation of an integrated convergence 
policy at the European level, as a potential full convergence scenario needs to be validated 
by future market developments: the introduction of UMTS services in Europe (between 
2000 and 2002) and the adoption of DTTV (Digital Terrestrial Television) by all European 
countries will probably constitute the first step towards the understanding whether such a 
policy option is a real requirement for the European market. Intermediate steps marking 
                                                           
14 An example of these risks situation is reported in Idate (�The development of Digital TV in the European 
Union�, on behalf on the European Commission, 1999) about Germany, where political conflicts and 
uncertainties in regulation caused in 1994 a de-facto stalemate in the digital TV market take-off in that country 
for at least 3 years. 
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the achieved regulatory milestones, such as the issue of official new Commission's 
Communication or R&D actions, could be however considered by the European 
Commission, and a series of lateral policies linked to convergence issues could be 
preliminarily considered: 
 

- governance of the physical integration of transport platforms. Aspects connected 
to the creation of the "digital pipeline" in Europe, intended as a standard digital 
distribution platform, need to be considered, though new media operators believe 
it premature, due to the fragmented nature of the European digital infrastructures. 
Legislative fragmentation constitutes an additional barrier to the unification of 
transport systems at the European level as well. The introduction of new digital 
systems (namely UMTS and DTTV) will define new market scenarios, as a shake-
out in system dominance is likely to take place. 

 
- encourage the development of personal mobility services as an opportunity for 

European citizens and businesses. UMTS will introduce wireless digital terminals 
with high bandwidth capacity (up to a factor 50 with respect to GSM telephones) 
and will boost convergence between internet, TV, PCs and mobile telephony. The 
familiarity with GSM systems in Europe will also disclose enormous opportunities 
both for telecom operators, big ISPs and TV broadcasters (see also Section A2.2). 
The provision of customised services to mobile users, mostly information and 
news services, will become central in the next years. 

 
- foster the development of new innovative digital services as an opportunity for 

European households. Convergence between internet, TV and PC will generate a 
series of digital home platforms able to convey a number of new customised 
services, mostly related to entertainment, for families and citizens throughout 
Europe.  

 
 
 
A2.2 Entertainment and media sectors 
 
In accordance of the principle of self-regulation, regulatory bodies (including the European 
Commission) should not be entitled to take any proactive action in terms of market 
governance, rather monitoring the market evolution and check its compliance with the 
existing regulation policies. Due to the vastity of the entertainment and media sector in a 
convergence context, the European Commission and the European Parliament agree in 
stating that the role of competition law is an important factor in the development of the 
market15. This means that regulatory bodies should find a balance between the two 
requirements. A series of options, subject to competition regulation, are applicable: 
 

                                                           
15 A recent Communication (COM(1999)0540) has been issued by the European Commission against the use of 
pay-TV as the dominant access mode for operators. An opinion of the European Parliament on this 
Communication says that "the structure of most broadcasting markets makes it hard for competition authorities 
to accept any new combination of existing players to address new markets".  
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- monitoring of increasing horizontal competition between telecom operators, big 
ISPs and TV broadcasters. The entrance of telecom operators in the new media 
market can create specific competition problems to other players, as they have a 
very well developed and aggressive marketing strategy, a dominant position in 
their own internal markets (European telecom markets are nearly all de-facto 
oligopolies) and, especially, they have the wires in the ground, meaning that they 
can assume a stronger position with respect to the other business players. Under 
this perspective, mergers, new alliances, shake-outs and acquisitions should be 
closely monitored, such as the recent case of Time Warner/AOL and 
Pearson/CLT, in order to avoid the creation of dominant market position (such as 
in the US the case of Microsoft for OS and office automation software), though 
this risk can be contrasted at the European level by the existing national legislative 
frameworks16.  

 
- monitoring of increasing vertical competition in media and entertainment sector 

and position European policy in relation to the new media value chain, as the 
traditional value chain is migrating towards a different business model. The trend 
is towards the establishment of bigger production companies with diversified 
services (not only audio-visual, but multimedia), traditional broadcasters moving 
to the digital and the on-line business (such as in the case of all public European 
services) and telecom operators providing technology platforms to broadcasters. 
As reported by OECD17, some of most relevant regulatory issues arise in relation 
to vertical arrangement and mergers. In certain circumstances at one level in the 
broadcasting chain, production can use its dominant position to restrict 
competition either at the same level or in upstream or downstream market, through 
exclusive vertical arrangements. 

 
The European Commission might decisively contribute to a balanced development of the 
media and entertainment sector by fostering the creation of new entertainment and media 
companies (generated by enterpreneurship and not by investors' relations), in order to 
balance the dominant European business trend of creating bigger and bigger aggregations, 
and to safeguard national and local identities. These aspects are also relevant for training 
and R&D policies. In particular the European Commission might consider the following 
options18: 
 

- encourage enterpreneurship at all levels, from students, to would-be business 
owners and managers, to those who are already running or managing a business.  

 
- provide education in core business skills. Many media businesses are started by 

people who have outstanding creative or technical skills, but little or no experience 
of running a company or of business administration. Media business owners and 
managers often lack key knowledge of company management and market strategy. 

                                                           
16 Monitoring of horizontal market developments is also linked to equity of access: internet access and new 
bundled services are mainly provided via the traditional telephone network, still dominated by the incumbent 
operators. Access to unbundled services in the incumbents local loop and the development of an alternative 
infrastructure, such as wireless and cable networks is therefore vital in order to offer cheaper and faster access 
to the Internet. 
17 OECD: "Regulation and Competition issues in broadcasting in the light of convergence", report, 1999. 
18 F. Hasson: "South East Media: Research and Recommendations", Human Capital report, June 1999. 
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Many acknowledge that they would benefit from learning about specific media 
business issues, such as the management of IPRs. 

 
- encourage investment in media companies. High-growth media businesses 

encounter problems when seeking external capital. They are often unaware of the 
best sources of finance and the best method of presenting themselves to potential 
financiers. 

 
- encourage networking and collaboration. Collaboration is infrequent amongst 

small media companies. However, when joint ventures are formed, they can have 
highly positive results for those involved, allowing them to exploit new market 
opportunities and share costs. 

 
Regardless of market developments, content requires much more safeguard. Piracy over 
the internet is a rather usual practices (see also the recent sentence against the mp3.com 
site), the multiplication of business dimension, content providers and platform risks to 
multiply the risks for what it concerns copyrights and IPRs. Current European legislation 
already addresses this point rather exhaustively, and it is reputed satisfactory by most 
operators, given that a series of new Directives and/or Communications should be 
integrated in the current legislative framework: 

 
- a new Directive on Protection of Minors and Human Dignity in Audiovisual and 

Information Services, based on Commission's Communication COM(97)570. 
 
- a new Directive on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related 

rights in the Information Society, based on present Commission work (this 
Directive is expected to be issues by the first half of year 2000). 

 
- a new Directive (or Communication) on convergence policy aspects based on the 

Green Paper on Convergence of the Telecommunications, Media and Information 
Technology Sectors (Commission's Communication COM(97)623) (see also 
Section A2.1). 

 
- a new Directive (or Communication) including taxation elements for international 

trade of digital content on multi-platform environments. 
 
Finally, an attractive opportunity for the European Commission is surely constituted the 
update (or re-definition) of the notion of public service, in light of the new role that 
national TV broadcasters are assuming in the convergence markets. Governmental control 
on information is declining, as hundreds of different sources are today available to 
European citizens in a convergence scenario, and using whatever platform. In addition, 
privatisation of public service companies may further weaken the political control on 
dissemination. Though the Commission has recently adopted a quite conservative view on 
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the role of public service in the digital age19, a new paradigm is to be sought, probably in 
the direction of the definition of a minimum set of services, migrating from information to 
public utility services, here included the relationship with the public administrations, such 
as financial offices. 
 
 
 
A2.3 EU policy in the context of globalisation 
 
Globalisation is a complex economic and cultural process affecting the relationships 
among Member States within the European Union and the competition with extra-
European countries. 
 
For what it concerns infra-European relations, globalisation implies the creation of larger 
and larger aggregations operating at the international level and a product standardisation: 
this trend is perceived as a threat by small industries (mostly producers), fearing a decrease 
in their market shares. This is an issue for the internal European market, as small countries 
have little potential to become global European players in the next few years. Great 
business aggregations will probably merge players from big countries, namely UK, 
Germany and France, due also to the penetration of these languages in the continent. On 
the other side, the entrance of new players in national markets can be seen as a driving 
factor, as it can provide new business models to local industries and encourage the 
development on new original concepts for the sector. Though globalisation has strong 
competition implications, it should not be considered just as a threat for small businesses, 
rather an opportunity for cultural promotion and social cohesion. In this context, the 
European Commission might be in the position of implementing policies of  
 

- cultural promotion, through the implementation and the review of new specific 
Programmes (including the MEDIA Programme) and the encouragement of the 
creation of national new media entrepreneurs (as seen in Section A2.2). 

 
- equal market access opportunities, through the implementation of a series of 

actions (including market financing) aiming to facilitate the creation of a balanced 
market access environment for small new media enterprises. 

 
For what it concerns extra-European relations, the European Commission should consider 
the possibility of playing a proactive role in the definition of a world-wide business and 
cultural paradigm for the new media sector. Options for the European Commission might 
be:  
 

- foster the creation of a new media European identity and promote it outside the 
European boundaries. If it's true that "Europe is a global content provider", this is 

                                                           
19 See the Resolution of the Council and of the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States, 
meeting within the Council of 25 January 1999 concerning public service broadcasting. 
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not fully perceived at the extra-European level, cause the absence of a common 
promotion strategy of what Europe can provide in this field. This is a mostly 
political matter, and current bottlenecks in implementation of the existing 
legislation should be removed, though the Commission can play a role in 
promotion, dissemination and PR activities. To this extent, an improvement in 
Commission�s PR attitude in �being proactive� would be necessary. 

 
- lobby for the affirmation of the European identity in other geographic areas at all 

level. The implementation of this policy would require strong co-ordination among 
the Member States and the definition of a common European strategy. Europe has 
already taken some steps into this direction, for example by putting pressure on 
Argentina for not having conducted fair comparative technical tests for the 
selection of their set-top-box standard20.  

 
- promotion of European content world-wide, as a primary cultural strategy. Given 

the fragmented nature of European new media industry, this is likely to be 
undertaken at national level, though the European Commission can undertake 
some action through its internal services. This is not meant as a marketing strategy 
by individual European industries, rather a cultural effort co-ordinated by the 
European Commission. 

 
- monitor market developments in US and Japan. The European Commission should 

be carefully informed of the challenges of possible entries in the European market 
by US or Japanese operators. An earlier example of globalisation risks (but on a 
completely different scale) is constituted by US TV serials in the �70s and �80s, 
which entered the European TV market damaging national TV production and, 
more important, not allowing European creative talents to emerge easily. 

 
 
 
A2.4 EU policy on minority cultures, artistic creativity, freedom of expression, 
consumer choice 
 
All of the policy on minority cultures, artistic creativity, freedom of expression and 
consumer choice is somehow linked to globalisation threats. However, the European 
Commission already considers these aspects as priorities for its legislation, and links them 
to the success a balanced development for the new media sectors. Basic guarantees for 
minority cultures, artistic creativity and freedom of expression are implicitly included in 
the existing competition framework(see also Section A2.3) and should not be particularly 
affected by the media and entertainment sector. Elements about artistic creativity may be 
linked to the lack of the existing professional profiles for the sector (see also Section 
A2.5), but the authors do not see the need for the implementation of specific policies 
safeguarding these aspects. 

                                                           
20 �The Development of the Market for Digital Television in the European Union�, report in the context of 
Directive 95/47/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 24 October 1995 on the use of standards for 
the transmission of television signals. 
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Consumer�s choice is a much more delicate issue, as the digital business is changing the 
perception of the users towards the service and vice-versa. New media players are 
progressively gaining more and more control on the viewer, as convergence tends to unify 
different services in a unique platform, and, what�s more dangerous, a unique content 
provider. The control, favoured by a passive behaviour of the viewer, can assume the 
forms of cross-advertising (e.g. the promotion of a TV program through the internet), 
unaware control of consumers� choice (e.g. through the un-famous �cookies�) and 
conscious delivery of customisation features (e.g. an interactive TV service). Once again, 
this is an issue for the competition regulation (i.e. how to avoid the creation of too big 
concentration in this business at the European level), but the European Commission can 
put in place a number of actions, such as the implementation of extensive awareness 
campaigns, to make European citizens aware about threats and opportunities of the 
incumbent market scenarios and to train them in a virtuous use of the new viewer�s 
paradigm, underlining the existing options for consumers to make the new entertainment 
engines a culturally profitable instrument. These campaigns, which may include short 
focused surveys to consumers, should be promoted and planned by the European 
Commission, but implemented at the national level, taking into account of the different 
viewers� perception of the issue. Once again, close co-ordination between the Commission 
and the national governments should be required. 
 
Another issue linked to consumers� choice is equity of access to new media services. The 
issue may be summarised in a question: how much does convergence cost to users? To 
date, everything has its cost: GSM connections, internet tariffs, pay-TV services, etc. This 
situation is likely to change in the emerging convergence scenarios, also considering the 
fact that the European Parliament has recently expressed its contrariety to new 
aggregations in the new media field21, but it is still unclear how the market will develop 
with respect to this issue. Once again, this is mostly subject for the competition regulation 
(see also Section A2.3). 
 
 
 
 
 
A2.5 Research and Technological Development policy: from the Fifth Framework 
Programme to the Sixth 
 
The global strategy of European R&D Programmes has changed in the last years: the 
citizen is today central to the European R&D policy and all measures supporting the 
European research put in place by the European Commission display this priority. The new 
media sector is not an exception, and the following R&D policy priorities emerge: 

 

                                                           
21 As reported in a previous note, a recent Communication (COM(1999)0540) has been issued by the European 
Commission against the use of pay-TV as the dominant access mode for operators. A recent opinion of the 
European Parliament on this Communication says that "the structure of most broadcasting markets makes it 
hard for competition authorities to accept any new combination of existing players to address new markets".  
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- promote initiatives in education and training, to fill the gap between market 
demand and offer for new professional profiles as markets develops, as the lack of 
new professionals may hinder the development of digital media markets and create 
unbalanced market situations. 

 
- promote initiatives in content innovation, to explore new creative space for the 

definition of new innovative services for citizens, as convergence opens up 
enormous opportunities for conveying European creative talents. 

 
- promote initiatives to protect cultural and linguistic diversity and to prevent 

potential risks due to the effects of globalisation, as diversity is one of most 
important Europe�s features.  

 
In order to implement these policies, the European Commission has already implemented a 
series of R&D Programmes addressing the audio-visual sector. In particular, the MEDIA II 
Programme (DG Education and Culture) intervenes both upstream and downstream of the 
production chain and focuses on three priority areas: training, the development of 
production projects, the trans-national distribution of European films and television 
programmes22. In addition, the IST Programme (DG Information Society) can provide 
similar support for training in ICT, though this is not a priority area. 
 
The authors believe that technology research will loose its importance in R&D European 
policy, as it has been proven not successful in the past Programmes. The nature of the 
European co-operation is probably still immature for having a real commercial impact, as 
it privileges the co-operation among European enterprises to the effective release of 
commercially sustainable results. Private industries, maybe benefiting of the research 
funding, still plays a more important role in technology innovation and commercial 
exploitation than the European institutions. 
 
About the Sixth Framework Programme, to be started in 2003, it is difficult today to make 
a forecast on its policy priorities. The areas indicated above (training, content innovation 
and linguistic diversity) will be probably still central in the Sixth Framework Programme, 
as it is unlikely that the issue they address will be solved by that date so that the efforts for 
the European Commission in those field will be not needed any more. 
 

                                                           
22 http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/dg10/avpolicy/media/index_en.html 
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B � Arguments and evidence 
 
 

B1. Trends in the entertainment and media sector: Europe as a global content 
provider 
 
Two main themes will be analysed in this chapter: 
 

- technology, with particular attention to convergence aspects. This section will 
include a short analysis of digital TV standards, the advent of Digital Terrestrial 
Television (DTTV) in Europe, interactive television, internet-mobile convergence 
(including UMTS), and which are the perspectives in the short-medium term for 
their integration. 

 
- business and markets, including aspects regarding the changes in the traditional 

media and entertainment value chain, the situation of digital TV market in Europe 
(a brief market watch) and elements on consumers' choice. 

 
The authors have decided to structure this section in this way, in order to distinguish 
between technology and content layers, whose separation is at the basis of current 
European regulatory policy in the telecommunications and media sector. 
 
 
 

  
B1.1. Technology in the context of convergence 
 
 
B1.1.1 Digital TV standards: status and perspectives 
 
What are digital TV standards about? At the moment of contract subscription, digital TV 
subscribers are provided by the digital TV operator with a decoder or set-top-box. This 
physical device, to be connected to the traditional home TV set, decodes the digital signal 
(cable, satellite or terrestrial) and transform it in motion images. Set-top-boxes are not 
standardised devices, as both decoding systems (CAS, Conditional Access Systems) and 
software components (API, Application Programming Interface) are peculiar for each 
digital TV operator. When we refer to standardisation issues with respect to digital TV 
systems, we especially refer to standard definition for CAS and API and/or a combination 
of them.  
 
Table 1 summarises the situation in EU Member States with respect to set-top-box adopted 
standards by principal digital TV operators. 
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Table 1. Set-top box standards adopted by major European digital TV operators 
Service Country Platform Conditional Access 

System (CAS) 
Application 
Programming 
Interface (API) 

Sky Digital UK Satellite Videoguard OpenTV 

OnDigital UK Terrestrial Mediaguard MHEG5 

NTL UK Cable n.a. n.a. 

CWC UK Cable n.a. n.a. 

Telewest UK Cable n.a. n.a. 

Canal Satellite F Satellite Mediaguard Mediahighway 

Numéricable F Cable Mediaguard Mediahighway 

Absat F Satellite Viaccess n.a. 

TPS F Satellite Viaccess OpenTV 

Lyonnaise Câble F Cable Viaccess OpenTV 

FTC F Cable Viaccess OpenTV 

DF1/Premiére Digital  D Satellite Beta Research/Irdeto Betanova 

MSG D Cable Beta Research/Irdeto Betanova 

ARD Digital D n.a. n.a. OpenTV 

ZDF.vision D n.a. n.a. OpenTV 

Stream I Satellite Beta Research/Irdeto OpenTV 

D+ I Satellite Beta Research/Irdeto Mediahighway 

RAI I n.a. n.a. OpenTV & 
Mediahighway 

Via Digital E Satellite Nagravision OpenTV 

Canal Satellite E Satellite Mediaguard Mediahighway 

TV Cabo P Satellite Nagravision n.a. 

Canal+ Belgique B Cable Mediaguard Mediahighway 

Le Bouquet B Cable Mediaguard Mediahighway 

Canal+ Digitaal B Cable Mediaguard Mediahighway 

Canal+ Digitaal NL Satellite Mediaguard Mediahighway 

CASEMA/Mediakabel NL Cable Viaccess OpenTV 

Canal Digital N Satellite Conax Mediahighway 

Senda S Terrestrial Viaccess OpenTV 

TeleDanmark DK Cable Viaccess OpenTV 

Source: iCons elaboration on Idate, 2000 
 
 

As seen in the above table, the two most diffused CAS/API combinations today in Europe 
are 
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- Mediaguard (CAS) plus Mediahighway (API), the Canal Plus platform, both 
produced by Seca and delivered on 8 different TV platforms. Recent estimates23 
say that today in the world (including US) 4.5 millions digital TV sets adopt 
Mediahighway standards 
 

- Viaccess (CAS), produced by France Télécom plus OpenTV (API), the BSkyB 
platform, produced by Thomson Multimedia, delivered on 8 different TV 
platforms in Europe as well. Recent estimates24 say that today in the world 
(including US) 6.1 millions digital TV sets adopt OpenTV standards 

 
OpenTV and Mediahighway constitute a de-facto duopoly in today�s European digital TV 
market. In total, 8 different CAS and 7 different API are today offered to the European 
market by digital TV operators (not all of them are included in the above table, which 
takes into account major operators only). This creates serious interoperability problems 
between different digital TV operators adopting concurrent standards (as in the case of 
Canal Satellite and TPS in France). Interoperability problems can be however solved 
through the conclusion of bilateral agreements (typically by concluding bilateral 
Symulcrypt agreements25), given that the parties wish to conclude such agreements with 
direct market competitors. As an example, no agreement have been signed between TPS 
and Canal Satellite in France yet. In Italy, in April 2000, the national authority imposed to 
the two major digital operators (Stream and D+) to move towards a unique standard, 
giving no guidance about which of the two standards should prevail, and letting any 
decision to the definition of bilateral agreements. 
 
Besides historical reasons, the proliferation of new proprietary platforms depends on the 
fact that proprietary solutions potentially give a better market positioning, as they force the 
subscriber to make a choice. If the operator provides a high-quality and wide-coverage 
offer, the number of subscribers increase and the operator acquires stronger and stronger 
market positions. On the other hand, as a result of the proliferation of proprietary 
platforms, interoperability becomes rather complex, with real risks of increasing the costs 
for the subscribers (who should theoretically buy one decoder per digital TV operator 
subscription): this factor can strongly discourage potential customers to become 
subscribers in the short-term, and risks to generate market depression, though the risk for 
the subscriber is lowered by the fact the digital TV operators rent the decoders in the 
majority of cases. 
 
As a consequence, though pushing for their proprietary solutions, digital TV broadcasters 
and TV system manufacturers, partly forced by transposition of the European Directive 
95/47/EC on the definition of technical standards for the transmission of digital signals, 
understood that some efforts towards the definition of common standards shall be made. 
The standardisation work focuses on open architectures, i.e. on the capability of APIs to 

                                                           
23 Veille TV, 16 February 2000. 
24 Veille TV, 16 February 2000. 
25 �The principle of Simulcrypt is the simultaneous transmission of one programme with the consitional access 
messages corresponding to several different CAS, thus opening several populations of decoders�, in �The 
Development of the Market for Digital Television in the European Union�, report in the context of Directive 
957477EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 24 October 1995, Annex II. 
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run over any CAS. Three main international bodies are today active in Europe and the US 
in the definition of new potential standards for digital TV technology: 

 
- The DVB Project (Digital Video Broadcasting, www.dvb.org) is the largest 

European standardisation body on Digital Terrestrial TV (DTTV). The DVB 
Project includes over 220 well known organisations in more than 30 countries 
world-wide. Members include broadcasters, manufacturers, network operators and 
regulatory bodies, committed to designing a global family of standards for the 
delivery of digital television. Numerous broadcast services using DVB standards 
are now operational, in Europe, North and South America, Africa, Asia, and 
Australasia. In particular, the DVB Project has recently decided to incorporate Sun 
Java into the core of their open interactive digital TV standard, DVB-MHP 
(Multimedia Home Platform). In particular, the DVB-MHP standard is an attempt 
to define a convergent systems architecture for the home beyond traditional 
television and broadcasting markets, embracing internet. The DVB-MHP 
comprises the home terminal � whether it is a decoder, IDTV or multimedia PC � 
and associated peripherals such as storage devices � hard disk drives and video 
recorders for instance � plus a home network architecture to enable the distribution 
of signals around the home26. Many European countries already decided to go for 
the DVB-MHP standard. Last but not least, one of the strengths of the DVB 
Project in Europe is constituted by the highly developed user requirements of its 
transmission systems, which draw on Europe�s own diversity for their range. This 
contrasts with the earlier European model, driven by technology and extensive 
regulation. 

 
- ATVEF (Advanced Television Enhancement Forum, www.atvef.com) is a cross-

industry alliance of more than 100 companies representing the broadcast and cable 
networks, television transports, consumer electronics, and PC industries. Declared 
goal of ATVEF is to contribute to accelerate the development of HTML-based 
television products and services. ATVEF effort is thus mostly focused on allowing 
content to be displayed on multiple platforms. ATVEF has a number of powerful 
supporters in an array of industries that are attracted to the opportunities afforded 
by e-commerce via television, and the list continues to grow. Among the 21 new 
companies adopting the technology since May 1999 are companies such as 
Deutsche Telekom, Nokia, e-commerce consultancy firm iXL, and Pace Micro, 
one of Europe's largest markers of set-top boxes. 

 
- ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee, www.atsc.org). A US-based 

international organisation of 200 members that is establishing voluntary technical 
standards for advanced television systems. ATSC Digital TV Standards include 
digital high definition television (HDTV), standard definition television (SDTV), 
data broadcasting, multi-channel surround-sound audio, and satellite direct-to-
home broadcasting. ATSC will have no direct impact on European markets, as it 
deals with digital TV standards for the US only. 

 

                                                           
26 �The Development of the Market for Digital Television in the European Union�, report in the context of 
Directive 957477EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 24 October 1995 on the use of standards 
for the transmission of television signals. 

http://www.dvb.org/
http://www.atvef.com/
http://www.atsc.org/
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Other battles looming? Apparently not, as all bodies focus their research on different and 
somehow complementary aspects of digitalisation. OpenTV is among those who haven't 
signed on to ATVEF. The company is part-owned by Sun, meaning that Microsoft, one of 
the founders of the ATVEF, will indirectly be squaring off against its long-time rival27. But 
this is at the moment mostly an American game. 
 
The DVB Project will play a much more relevant game in Europe, as its standards are 
included in ETSI deliverables, its work is supported by European public bodies and an 
increasing number of European countries wish to adopt the new DVB-MHP standard. In 
addition, the DVB Project adopts as a general philosophy a strongly market-driven 
approach, as, contrarily to earlier initiatives in Europe and the United States, the DVB 
Project works to strict commercial requirements established by organisations who work 
every day to meet its needs. It is not a regulator- or government-driven (top-down) 
initiative. Working to tight time-scales and strict market requirements means achieving 
considerable economy of scale, which ensures that, in the transformation of the industry to 
digital, broadcasters, manufacturers and, finally, the viewing public will benefit28.  
 
The DVB-MHP standard is fully compliant with Directive 95/47/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on the use of standards for the transmission of television 
signals, adopted on 24 October 1995. The Directive provides operational guidance for the 
transition from analogue to digital and, besides other features, introduced new rules 
governing the commercial behaviours of players, in order to avoid the creation of de-facto 
monopolies in Member States markets. To date, the Directive, which has undoubtedly 
facilitated the work of the DVB Project in digital TV standards definition, has been 
substantially transposed by most EU national governments (except France and Austria), 
though some Member States did not transpose it correctly and a number of infringement 
procedures were opened by the European Commission. Despite the formal committment of 
national governments, national regulatory authorities issue sometimes rather astonishing 
directives: on 22 September 1998, the ITC (the Independent Television Committee, 
regulating all broadcasting in the UK except BBC) announced that service providers were 
to be allowed to sell TV sets that exclusively carried their own services, in contrast with 
what the European Commission requires, i.e. a common interface and common access 
mechanism for all integrated TV sets29. Market pressure surely played a role in this 
decision. 
 
However, no actual implementations of the DVB-MHP standard exist in the markets, as 
the standard has not been delivered to ETSI yet. The EuroMHEG Consortium30 
(announced in June 1999) delivers a DVB-MHP compatible open standard (the MHEG5) 
to govern the transition to DVB-MHP. OnDigital is to date the only broadcaster in Europe 
adopting the MHEG5 standard (on a Mediahighway CAS) as its own API. This fact 
suggests that the way DVB-MHP has still to go is quite long. Market acceptance is not 
consolidated and players still push for their proprietary solutions regardless of potential 
regulatory and competition issues, though OpenTV has recently subscribed to DVB. In 
addition, market does not only stares, but, especially in the UK, put pressure on regulatory 

                                                           
27 J. Davis: �Interactive TV takes giant step forward�, Staff Writer, CNET News.com, September 10, 1999 
28 www.dvb.org  
29 www.managingchange.com  
30 EuroMHEG has Philips, DTS, Samsung, Eldon, Sony, S&T, DigiTAG and DTG as its founding members. 
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authorities for being allowed to sell their proprietary solutions, as in the case of ITC 
decision on open standards reported above.  
 
Finally, some analysts believe that �it�s not worth to follow the work of an European 
project, as the markets will decide themselves about the standards�31. This is a fully 
understandable position from the point of view of digital businesses, but appears rather 
short-sight in terms of regulatory policy at the European level, as it doesn�t meet the public 
requirement for the creation of an open market. 
 
 
B1.1.2 The advent of Digital Terrestrial Television (DTTV) 
 

The advent of Digital Terrestrial TV (DTTV) is likely to change the global scenario of 
digital TV in Europe. Migration to DTTV will be the moment when the game will become 
global. Operators and public authorities still believe that 2010 will be the date when the 
migration from analogue to digital terrestrial television will be completed in Europe. 
However some analysts make a different guess, suggesting that unless broadcasters are 
willing to abandon free over-the-air television in favour of satellite, cable and DSL 
platforms, analogue television is set to remain a fact around the globe for at least another 
10 to 25 years32.  
 
DTTV is not only a technical issue. It is unlikely that the access mode to DTTV services in 
the medium term will be on a subscription basis (such as pay-TV)33. This will probably 
cause a shake-out in the digital TV markets, as new revenues streams will modify the 
existing market structure, favouring public operators, who can benefit of public funding 
from national governments. In the short-medium term the following new factors will have 
to be considered:  
 

- the potential transformation of the digital TV from a niche market into a mass 
market. Becoming terrestrial, digital TV will have the potential to reach the 
totality of European TV households, thus transforming digital TV into a global 
business. 

 
- the introduction of the horizontal platform, i.e. a TV service which may use cable, 

satellite and terrestrial antennas. BSkyB launched in November 1998 the first, and 
unique, horizontal platform in the world, including terrestrial digital broadcasting 
in its offer.  

 
- the opportunity of expanding service portability. The introduction of DTTV will 

make the fruition of digital services more independent from physical location, as it 
enhances the possibility of having "mobile reception" of digital TV services, as 
DTTV has a better geographic coverage without needing to change equipment's 

                                                           
31 from an intervention of John Foley, Director, CDG Consultants Limited, UK, during a meeting. 
32 www.screendigest.com  
33 A recent Communication (COM(1999)0540) has been issued by the European Commission against the use of 
pay-TV as the dominant access mode for operators. 
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configuration features. This does not mean that DTTV allows total service 
portability, as coverage is limited also by using terrestrial antennas, but it may 
bring benefit to mobile users in geographically limited areas (such as a city). 

 
DTTV will benefit from the work undertaken by the DVB Project. The new DVB-T 
standard is going to be adopted by all European countries. Most EU countries are currently 
carrying out field test for DTTV, with some exceptions. 
 
 
Status34 
 
The situation of current implementation of DTTV in some European countries is reported 
here below35: 
 

- in the UK, BSkyB commenced digital satellite broadcasting in October 1998 and 
by the end of July 1999 had achieved penetration of 1.2 million homes, of which 
516,000 were new subscribers and the rest converts from analogue satellite. 
BSkyB has announced its intention to cease analogue satellite broadcasting at the 
end of 2000, at the end of their current contract with Astra. DTTV was launched 
on 15 November 1998, the world's first DVB-T service and the first example of a 
horizontal platform in digital television in the world36. There is intense 
competition between Sky and OnDigital and both companies now offer "free" box 
schemes. This competition and high advertising spends has powered the market 
and ensured rapid take-up which is good for both. Who has the best overall sports 
coverage, particularly football, is as usual the main battleground. Digital cable has 
started to roll out in a few franchise areas. Early results are said to be encouraging, 
with significantly increased penetration, but it will be well into 2000 before 
statistically significant results will be available. 

 
- in Sweden, DTTV is already a commercial reality. Speaking at the conference on 

Digital Terrestrial Television in Lisbon, Teracom's general manager for 
broadcasting and multimedia, Mr. Jan Johansson, said that the Swedish platform 
had turned the corner and was gaining subscribers at the rate of one thousand per 
week. With the opening up of a fourth multiplex, an effective marketing message 
was being promoted, namely: more channels for aerial transmission, all the most 
popular pay TV channels on a single smartcard, better picture quality. Together 
with the offer of rented set-top boxes at 11 Euros per month, the subscriber base is 
increasing and is targeted to reach 100,000 by October 2000. 

 

                                                           
34 The authors believe that it�s a very self-explicative exercise to look a bit inside the current developments of 
DTTV. It will help the reader to understand the level of legislative and market fragmentation and the substantial 
absence of co-ordination between Member States regarding a rather important market and regulatory issue such 
the take-off DTTV. Data are miscellaneous. 
35 Information on national DDTV profiles has been quoted from the site www.dtg.org.uk  
36 In this context, horizontal means an open market in receivers - a rather debatable claim so far, since the vast 
majority are set-top boxes built under contract for OnDigital. However, it is expected that an open market in 
integrated digital television sets (IDTVs) will develop. 
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- in Spain, the operator Quiero Televisiòn (former Onda Digital) has announced a 
trial for its digital terrestrial services starting on the 25 February 2000. The trial 
will offer only 8 of the 14 programmes of the platform. The transmitter network at 
present covers 58% of the population, exceeding the original commitment of 50% 
at the end of 1999. Links with the transmitter sites are provided through Hispasat. 
Sagem will provide set-top boxes. Quiero Televisiòn have opted to use Open TV 
as the API on an interim basis until DVB-MHP is available. Access will be free 
until the commercial launch which will take place at end of April/May 2000. 

 
- in 1998, the German federal government set out the Initiative Digitaler Rundfunk 

to develop "digital terrestrial TV for free-to-air broadcasting and additional 
multimedia services, taking account of the unique attributes of DTTV for portable 
and mobile reception." A technical working group (TWAG) has been established 
to advise on the possibilities for the definition of roadmaps, with representation 
from ARD, ZDF, IRT, RTL, Sat1, Deutsche Telekom and the Länder.  

 
- in Finland, the licences for national digital general channels were granted to MTV 

3 (MTV Group), Oy Ruutunelonen Ab (Channel Four Finland), Deuterium Oy 
(Canal Plus) and Wellnet Oy. In addition, the government granted a national 
licence for three digital special channels and a television channel that broadcasts 
regional programmes. The licences were granted for ten years, from 1 September 
2000 to 31 August 2010. Companies will have to start broadcasting by 1 
September 2001 or risk loosing their licence. It will take time to build a terrestrial 
digital television network that covers the whole of Finland. It is the government's 
objective that the analogue network, i.e. television services that are based on 
conventional technology, could be waived by the end of 2006 as the present 
analogue licences expire. The licence holders of the digital operations must ensure 
that by the end of year 2001 the majority of Finns (about 70%) will be able to 
follow digital transmissions. By the end of 2006 the operations must be national. 
In addition to general channels, a licence was granted to three digital special 
channels: movie, education and sports channels. A licence for regional digital 
television operations was granted to City-tv Oy. It is the view of the Ministry of 
Transport and Communications that commencement of digital regional television 
operations will be an advantage since they serve both regional and wider interests. 
Digital licences are divided into two multiplexes. Co-operation between the 
multiplexes will, by far, be established according to the applicants' views. 
Furthermore, one multiplex is entirely reserved for the use of Yleisradio Oy 
(Finnish Broadcasting Company) in order to provide public service broadcasting. 
In Finland, regular digital transmissions are meant to be started gradually from the 
end of 2000. The Ministry of Transport and Communications of Finland declared 
the licences for digital and analogue television and radio operations open for 
applications in December 1998. 

 
- the French government is still working on legislation for digital terrestrial, based 

on the assumption that the main driver will be free-to-air services. Capacity will be 
reserved for public service channels and the remaining bandwidth allocated by the 
national authority to existing private channels on the basis of �buy one and get one 
free�, with the proviso that no one gets more than three services or one multiplex. 
No one is talking launch dates yet. 
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- in Italy RAI is implementing an experimental DTTV service in two phases. In the 

first phase some 30% of the population will be served with pilot transmissions 
around Turin, the Aosta Valley and other sites. The first phase is primarily 
focussed on evaluating system performance in urban and suburban areas, including 
fixed, portable and mobile reception. A second phase will follow over a four year 
time-span, increasing coverage to around 60%. Mediaset has started own field 
tests. The results will be made available to the public domain. Telepiù started in 
June 1999 a DVB-T field-test converting to digital a small transmitter near Naples. 
This transmitter was operating for an analogue pay-TV network. Telepiù supplied 
the decoders to the customers (around 150) replacing their analogue set-top-boxes.  

 
- the Republic of Ireland has published a new Broadcasting Bill to pave the way for 

digital terrestrial services. The bill also provides for a new Broadcasting 
Commission of Ireland, taking over from the Independent Radio and Television 
Commission, and having jurisdiction over programme and advertising standards 
for all existing and new commercial channels, excluding RTE. The Irish regulator, 
the ODTR has issued a consultation paper in which it proposes to offer two 
licences, one to operate the six multiplexes proposed and one to run the digital 
transmitters. After consideration of the responses, the ODTR intend to invite bids 
for a single programme services multiplex licence for the platform. The 
Consultation envisages that services should include the main British broadcasts, 
which are widely available on cable in the Dublin area. The objective of launching 
services by the autumn of 2000 is beginning to look rather challenging. Co-
ordination discussions are being held with the UK. Some or all of the 6 
multiplexes at six of the main Irish stations and a number of primary transposer 
stations have already been co-ordinated with the UK. Co-ordination of three of 
these stations has also been obtained with France. Agreement in principle has been 
reached for some multiplexes at a further two main stations. A second phase of 
planning has begun for secondary transposer stations. To some extent the Irish 
plans follow the model established by the UK. However, there are important 
technical differences. Firstly, the Irish platform will transmit using the 8k carriers 
option within the DVB-T standard. Secondly, the awarding of a single multiplex 
operator licence will give the platform considerable power in competing with 
satellite and cable services. No decisions have been taken on the timing of 
analogue shutdown. 

 
- the Austrian Government announced in September 1999 a new law for private 

analogue TV-broadcasting and for this purpose the so-called "third channels" of 
ST61 shall be used. Therefore these channels are not available for DVB-T in the 
near future. Within the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation (ORF) initial 
considerations have started with respect to DVB-T, but a decision concerning 
future plans for DVB-T has yet to be taken. 

 
- the development of digital TV has been delayed in the Netherlands because the 

Ministry of Transport, which is responsible for spectrum allocation, had the bright 
idea that it should sell the spectrum for new digital services. However, cable is 
well developed in the Netherlands and following an understandable lack of 
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response, the Ministry called for interested parties to apply for an 
"experimentation licence" for the Randstad area (the middle and western part of 
the country) and co-ordination for some 40 transmitter sites is being progressed. 
With high cable penetration, transmission must assume reception on indoor 
aerials. Some concern is being expressed about possible interference from DTTV 
on existing analogue cable services. 

 
- Belgium has very high cable penetration and few households have rooftop aerials, 

so planning is proceeding on the basis of reception on portable TV terminals. It is 
thought that Single Frequency Networks (SFNs) operating at 8K will be the 
outcome but planning authorities will want to see the performance of receivers in 
large area SFNs in other countries before committing. A test system with two 
multiplexes will be built in the Brussels area during the latter part of 1999. 
Following parliamentary approval, international co-ordination of a four-multiplex 
nation-wide network was initiated in January 1999. It is intended that the 
multiplexes will have a regional structure. Tests transmissions were scheduled to 
start during November 1999. 

 
- the Portuguese regulatory body, the ICP, prepared a strategic plan for the 

introduction of DVB-T in Portugal and an official approval was received in Spring 
1998. Frequency planning has been co-ordinated between Spain and Portugal and 
the Portuguese now have a plan for a five-multiplex network, three national 
networks using channels above channel 59, one regional and one local. The 
Portuguese government carried out a public consultation during the autumn of 
1998 and Government approval for the resultant strategic plan is expected early 
next year, which will become the basis for the launching of an international tender 
during 2000. Meanwhile Portugal Telecom has had a small experimental network 
in operation in the Lisbon area since 2 June 1998 (claiming the world's first SFN). 
Three transmitters of 2kW, 1kW and 500W are transmitting as a small SFN using 
8K, 64QAM, 2/3 code rate and 1/4 guard interval. The 1kW transmitter is sited 
30km from the main station and the 500W transmitter at 9km. The transmitters 
carry four simulcast services, together with test data services. The transmitters 
have been used to demonstrate fixed and portable reception and carry out 
reception and service-area studies. 

  
- Greece and Luxembourg: no data available. 

 
 
B1.1.3 TV-internet convergence 
 
One of the most attractive opportunities offered by convergence is the possibility of using 
interactive services (namely, internet services) through the home TV sets. Needless to say, 
TV operators look forward exploiting e-commerce potential to TV households in order to 
increase their business, and see in the convergence between TV and PC the easiest way to 
make it. 
 
The market offers today three different typologies of services: 
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- web access through the TV set, i.e. usage of the television as a PC screen 
 
- enhanced-TV, consisting in the provision of interactive services related to the 

currently broadcast program (e.g. quizzes, information, purchase options, etc.) 
 

- interactive-TV, consisting in the provision of interactive services independent 
from the currently broadcast program. These services are usually provided by the 
TV operator and do not allow the viewer internet navigation 

 
As for the web access through the web, market data are not encouraging. The number of 
internet surfers using WebTV, the Microsoft service pushing internet over television, has 
decreased it�s view has substantially declined in 1999 and beginning 2000. A survey to 
internet users tells that the percentage of WebTV users has decreased from a high of 
2.23% on 12 January 1999 to a 0.68% on 1 April 200037. There are several reported 
reasons for the scarce attractiveness of having the web directly on a traditional TV set. 
Among them, the following are worth a mention: 

 
- market expectations are artificially created by media operators, who want to profit 

of the fashion of the moment to increase their business shares38. Forrester�s 
estimate that by the year 2005 there will be more people surfing the web through 
their home TV set rather than the PC doesn�t appear realistic. 

  
- the television does not appear to be substitutive of a PC. In general, there is 

complementarity between mobile phones (rapidity and ubiquity of access), PC 
(most comfortable instrument for long-session use) and television (merging the 
advantages of mobile phones and PCs, but on other usage circumstances)39. 

 
- it may be that people accessing the internet through their TV sets are of a lower 

socio-economic bracket than those using the PC, as the latter is more expensive. 
Furthermore, it may well happen that some households will start surfing the web 
though their TV sets, as they so not have a PC. It�s questionable that learning to 
use a PC through the television screen is, today, a viable solution for PC non-
literate people. 

 
More interesting perspectives are offered by enhanced-TV and interactive-TV, as these 
kind of services are directly provided by the media operator and are more �native� for 
television. However, in terms of convergence of media, enhanced-TV and interactive-TV 
do not appear to link directly to heterogeneous platforms, rather to be an integration of the 
range of services already provided by the digital TV operator. 
 

                                                           
37 Veille Convergence, 8 April 2000. 
38 Veille Convergence, 12 April 2000 
39 www.datamonitor.com  
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The conclusion is that the convergence between television and internet is not taking place 
at the technological level, as the users of web services over their home TV sets is still very 
low. More interestingly, the internet is used by media operators as an advertising engine 
for their real business (i.e. the media). The merger Time Warner/AOL and the very recent 
acquisition (16 May 2000) of Lycos by Terra Network (Telefonica) may change this 
scenario, as big internet players are getting into the game, thus taking the internet business 
out of its subordinated position to the media players.  
 
 
 
B1.1.4 Internet-mobile telephony convergence 
 
A first step towards the integration of the mobile and the media world (namely the 
internet) has been undertaken with the development of the WAP (Wireless Application 
Protocol) aiming to enable internet-based services on a mobile devices. The WAP brings 
together the two fastest growing sectors in the telecommunication sector, the internet and 
mobile communications. The entire mobile industry (manufacturers, telecom operators and 
service providers) is backing WAP, with increasing buy-in from IT companies such as 
Oracle and Compaq40. However, it�s opinion of mobile operators that there is not much 
convergence between fixed and mobile telephony. Digital technology allows technological 
convergence but convergence is limited41.  
 
The rationale for telecom operators for pushing the WAP resides in the fact that they want 
to compensate the declining average revenues per subscriber, and see in convergence 
markets 
 

- an opportunity for expanding their core business to service provision. In other 
words, they want to migrate from technology to content provision 

  
- a competition where they can start in an advantaged position, as all convergence 

scenarios are based on telecom infrastructures. 
 
- a way to develop new technologies and, more important, to sell new telephones to 

subscribers, though this is an aspect especially impacting manufacturers� business  
 
However, internet services on mobile phones are seen as a special part of delivery to the 
customers but limited through the screens. On mobile phones it is not possible to do a lot 
of searching or to download huge files, as the available bandwith is limited to less than 50 
kb. The application is limited to share prices, wheather forecasts and the like.  
 
The advent of UMTS, with a capacity higher of about a 102 factor, will probably change 
the situation, as the range of multimedia services available on mobile terminals will 
                                                           
40 www.ovum.com  
41 Interview with Dr. Adriana Nugter, Head of the European Public Policy Office of Vodafone Airtouch in 
Brussels. 
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increase the possibility of using mobile terminals in a PC-like mode, though the size of 
mobile telephone screens is a major issue for content deployment: users� acceptance of 
movies broadcast to mobile phones (an option for UMTS) has to be checked. Operators 
foresee the reach of a totally integrated technology in about 10 years from now, but they 
do not have a very clear idea of the types of services which may be given to subscribers, at 
least for what it concerns multimedia stuff. 
 
The table below summarises the expected launch timelines for UMTS services in the 
Member States42. 
 
Table 2. UMTS launch in Europe 
Country Licensing process Issue of tender License award Commercial 

launch 
Austria Auction Q3 2000 

Auction  
Q4 2000-Q1 2001 

Q1 2001 Q1 2002 

Belgium Auction likely Q1 2000 Q4 2000 2002 

Denmark Beauty contest Q1 2001 Q4 2001 2002 

Finland Beauty contest Complete Completed  
March 1999 

January 2002 

France Beauty contest April 2000 March 2001 Q1 2002 

Germany Auction 
(simultaneous 
multiple-round) 

Q2 2000 Q3 2000 (?) 2002 

Greece n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Ireland Probable mix of 
beauty contest and 
auction 

n.a. 2000 2002 

Italy Auction June 2000 Q3 2000 2002 

Luxembourg n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

The Netherlands Auction Q2 2000 Q3 2000 by 1 January 2002 

Portugal Beauty contest Q4 2000 Q1 2001 1 January 2002 

Spain Beauty contest Q1 2000 Completed 
13 March 2000 

1 August 2001 

Sweden Beauty contest June 2000 December 2000 2002 

UK Auction March 2000 Completed  
27 April 2000 

1 January 2002 

Source: iCons� elaboration on UMTS Forum data, 2000 

                                                           
42 www.umts-forum.org  
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B1.2. Business and markets. Issues for the media and entertainment sector  
    
    
B1.2.1 How does the New Media Value Chain change 
 
 
The main discontinuity introduced in the new media value chain is surely represented by 
the entrance of telecom operators in the entertainment and media market. As reported by 
Ovum43, �new media, such as broadcast and internet technologies and services, has 
become a key development area for telecom players wishing to expand beyond their 
traditional sector restraints. Telecom operators and service providers are looking to 
provide 'added value', such as content, advertising and transactions, as well as developing 
new revenue streams for continued growth. As tariffs and margins for basic bit carriage 
decrease, players are realising they have to move up the supply chain to achieve growth 
and profits. Many are actively repositioning themselves as "information companies" rather 
than telecom operators. In addition, content is beginning to play an important role in the 
packaging and pricing of telecommunications services - portal services are a good example 
of this. The results are partnerships, joint ventures and increasingly complex business 
models, with new players, such as media and broadcast companies, large corporate users, 
software companies and content providers also vying to enter this market�. Figure 1 
sketches the new media value chain as it is developing today. As the reader can easily see, 
the role of telecom operators is predominant. 
 
 
Figure 1. The new media value chain 

 
Source: Ovum, 1999 
 
 
For what it concerns the traditional entertainment and media industry, the role and the 
dimension of media producers is rapidly changing. The increasing need for new 
professional profiles threaten the business development opportunities for small producers, 
                                                           
43 www.ovum.com  
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which are not able to pay high professional fees any more44. This fact leads to a market 
shake-out, where major producers tend to aggregate smaller tier suppliers in bigger 
organisations. This market dynamic put the producer at the centre of the game, as its 
contractual power with broadcasters increases.  
 
The real market weapon are the aggregations. As all players understand that in a 
substantially de-regulated context, they are not able to compete alone, and that the market 
opportunities that the digital revolution offers are many, mergers and acquisitions become 
the most natural way to foster business development. Aggregations are of a twofold nature: 
 

- horizontal aggregations, i.e. ventures among players coming from different sectors, 
such as a telecom operator, an internet venture and a broadcaster. This type of 
aggregations (based on convergence) is what mass media like to talk about: the 
most recent example of such an aggregation is the 13 billion Euro purchase of US 
internet venture Lycos by Terra Network, the internet company controlled by the 
Spanish telecom operator Telefonica45, who already owes one of the major media 
producers of Europe, the Dutch company Endemol. The new company (Terra 
Lycos) aims to occupy the market space of Latin America and Spanish-speaking 
world, establishing a monopoly situation in that area. This should be an issue for 
regulation, but not for the European regulatory bodies, as the global market 
strategy pursued by Terra Lycos only marginally affects Europe as a market space. 
In this case, the issue is globalisation, not regulation. 

 
- vertical aggregations, i.e. ventures among players belonging to the traditional 

media and entertainment value chain, such as a broadcaster, a producer and, 
maybe, an internet service. Vertical competition is a more important issue for 
regulation, as it implies risks of establishing de-facto monopolies in national 
markets (such as the Bertelsmann fall in Germany), and is already subject to close 
monitoring by European regulatory bodies.  

 
 
 
 
B1.2.2 Digital TV market situation in Europe 

    
Recent estimates46 claim that in December 1999 at least 400 different digital TV channels 
running on 35 different platforms could be subscribed by European TV viewers. Table 3 
summarises the offer of major Digital TV operators in EU countries. 
 
 
  

                                                           
44 Interview with Fred Hasson, Victoria real Ltd. 
45 The importance of this acquisition is due to the fact that is the first time that an European company purchases 
an US internet venture. 
46 Idate: �The development of Digital TV in the European Union�, on behalf on the European Commission, 
1999. 
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Table 3. Synopsis of the commercial offer by major European digital TV operators 
Service Country Number of TV and interactive services included in the 

digital offer 

Canal+ Belgique B Digital multiplexed version of Canal Plus (6 TV channels) 

Canal+ Digitaal B Digital multiplexed version of Canal Plus (3 TV channels) 
15 thematic channels (adapted or dubbed US or British TV 
channels) 
1 EPG 
interactive services (music, games) 

Le Bouquet B The most appreciated services of the French digital 
platforms, TPS and Canal Satellite 

MSG (ex T-Medianet) D 5 thematic channels on Music, Economy, News, Fashion 
and zee-TV 
7 foreign TV channels 

@TV D 10 thematic channels 
1 PPV service (14 channels to be increased to 28) 

Premiere World D, A 20 thematic TV channels 
combines former packages of DF1 and Premiere into 3 
bundle (family, movies and sport) 
1 EPG 

STOFA Cable TV DK n.a. 

Tele Danmark Cable TV DK More than 30 TV channels 
1 PPV service (12 channels) 

Canal Satellite Digital E 55 TV Channels 
1 PPV service 
some interactive services 
internet access 

Quiero Televisiòn (Onda Digital) E 14 DTV channels 
1 PPV 
interactive services 

Ono/Cableuropa E 25 DTV channels 
interactive broadband services 
internet access 

Telefonica cable E n.a. 

Via Digital E 40 TV channels including thematic TV channels, premium 
services and PPV services 

ARD Digital Europe 1 common EPG with ZDF.vision 
14 TV channels 
On-line Kanal 

ORF Digital Europe ORF 1, ORF 2, TW1, SF1 

ZDF.vision Europe 1 common EPG with ARD Digital 
7 TV channels 

AB Sat F, B 25 French speaking TV channels 

Canal Satellite F, B 62 French speaking channels 
17 foreign TV channels 
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Service Country Number of TV and interactive services included in the 
digital offer 

1 PPV service 
10 interactive services (incl. EPG) 

France Télécom Cable F Around 100 TV channels distributed on the basis of a �Pick 
and Mix� principle called �Modulo câbe� (3 packages which 
allow personal choice of 13, 20 or 36 channels) 

Lyonnaise Câble F 60 French speaking TV channels 
40 foreign TV channels 

NC Numéricable F 60 French speaking TV channels 
40 foreign TV channels 

TPS F, B 40 French speaking TV channels 
40 foreign TV channels 
1 PPV service 
10 interactive services (incl. EPG) 

NOVA GR 16 thematic channels (Greek and foreign) 
internet access 

D+ I 17 TV channels  
3 premium channels 
2 PPV services 

RaiSat I 5 thematic channels on Culture, Education, Sport, News and 
for Children 

Stream I Cable: 12 TV thematic channels 
Satellite: 20 TV thematic channels 
2 PPV services 
5 interactive services 

Digico IRL 25 TV channels 
1 PPV 
interactive services 

Canal+ Digitaal NL Dutch public and commercial channels 
Canal+ 1, Canal+ 2 

DSTB P 14 foreign thematic channels (some dubbed) + �Extra� 
option + 2 premium channels (SportTV/Playboy) 

Canal Digital AS S, SF, DK 24 TV channels 
1 PPV service 
1 EPG 

Senda S 12 TV channels 
1 EPG 
interactive services 

Telia Infomedia TV S More than 40 TV channels distributed (in majority non 
Swedish speaking TV channels)  
internet access 

BBC Digital/ITV/SDN UK 12 TV channels (7 terrestrial + 5 thematic) 
1 premium Pay-per-view service 
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Service Country Number of TV and interactive services included in the 
digital offer 

OnDigital UK 12 primary (thematic) channels 
2 free bonus TV channels 
5 premium channels 
interactive services via BiB�s �Open� platform 

Sky Digital UK 68 TV channels incl. 21 exclusive TV channels (US in 
majority) 
1 PPV service 
1 EPG 

CWC UK 200 TV channels 
1 EPG 
a range of interactive and e-commerce services 
internet access 

NTL UK TV internet service 

Source: iCons elaboration on Idate, 2000 
 
 
A short browse of this data and a more in-depth analysis of the existing available market 
information already tells us some basic facts about market situation in Europe: 
 

- digital TV develops as a national market, despite the high diversification of the 
offer. Needless to say, sport and movies are at the basis of each digital TV offer 
today in Europe, except for public services (such as RAISat). It�s also worth noting 
how full European coverage is guaranteed by some German-speaking public 
services (ARD Digital, ZDF.vision and ORF Digital), while multi-national offer 
covers two or three countries with linguistic or cultural affinity (such as France 
and Belgium or Sweden, Finland and Denmark). 

 
- no players (except perhaps Canal Plus) are apparently able today to take the lead 

in the digital TV European market. The main barriers to the commercial 
deployment of digital TV services in an trans-national context are many and of 
different nature. They can be reported as follows: 

 
• high heterogeneity of available infrastructures in the EU countries (e.g. 

Belgium has a 100% potential penetration of cable TV, while Italy just little 
less than 10%). 
 

• heterogeneity of set-top box standards. As an example, TPS should use 
concurrent CAS and API for accessing the potential customer base in Flemish 
Belgium. 

 
• legislative barriers. In some countries (e.g. in the UK) cable TV legislation is 

still regulated at the regional level. This constitutes a barrier for business 
development of national digital TV operators as well. 
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• licensing. Broadcasting rights are today acquired on a per-nation basis (not on 

a �per-language� basis). This strongly limits the trans-national offer by 
satellite digital TV operators. 

 
• heterogeneity of market dimensions in the EU countries. The penetration of 

digital TV is in absolute terms very small in Europe and in relative terms very 
unbalanced between EU countries: at the end of 1999 Germany could account 
for 85% of households potentially equipped for cable TV reception against 7% 
only in Italy. The creation of new channels for small markets would be a 
uneconomic choice. 

 
• heterogeneity of access fees. When getting into a foreign market, the new 

entrant must offer competitive tariffs to potential subscribers. Pay-TV must be 
marketed (still) at the national level. 

 
• language and national cultural barriers. The style of a French TV program 

doesn�t necessarily appeal a British subscriber � 
 

- nearly all digital TV operators except those offered by public services (BBC 
Digital, RAISat, ARD Digital, ZDF.vision) adopt the encrypted pay-TV 
broadcasting mode. Again, this is a model which may be under discussion when 
the migration to DTTV will be completed47. 

 
In general, barriers to the formation of a real trans-European digital TV market seem to 
prevail in the short term: it's a rather diffused opinion that the market game will be mostly 
played at the national level in Europe for at least some more years. This will impact the 
development of convergence platforms as well, as they are likely to be built on the existing 
legislative and technical infrastructures.    
 
 
B1.2.3 Consumers� behaviour 
 
Consumers� behaviours is a key factor for the understanding of the attractiveness of a mass 
market by its potential customers� base. This is even more important for the take-off of 
new markets, as it is the case of digital TV. Though extensive available quantitative 
Europe-based research has not been undertaken yet, it is possible to make some general 
remarks (partly retrieved through direct interview to media market experts during the 
preparation of this report) about European consumers� behaviour with respect to digital 
TV market developments. In particular: 

 

                                                           
47 A recent Communication (COM(1999)0540) has been issued by the European Commission against the use of 
pay-TV as the dominant access mode for DTTV operators. 
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- most subscribers are interested in sport, news and movies, and they are willing to 
spend money for having a high-quality service. This is known to digital TV 
operators: channels on movies and sport are present in all commercial packages 
today in Europe. 
 

- a minority of potential subscribers have an increasing interest for niche channels 
(such as music or history) as they can have on digital platform a quality and 
quantity of offer not comparable with traditional terrestrial television and public 
services.  

 
- however, the large majority of European viewers is still linked for various reasons 

to the traditional terrestrial broadcasting stations, and did not absorb the concept of 
paying for watching TV.  

 
- subscribers� do not understand the potential of interactive services yet (maybe 

except in the UK). Web browsing on the TV set is still something far from the 
interest of digital TV subscribers, as the internet is still perceived as a computer-
native tool. 

 
- in some cases subscribers do not have a clear perception of the offer, or they find it 

illogic: in Italy, football Serie A rights are shared between D+ and Stream (through 
SDS, Società Diritti Sportivi), which adopt concurrent technical platforms. As a 
consequence, if a consumer wishes to watch all Serie A matches of his/her 
favourite team, must theoretically subscribe to two different digital TV operators 
and, what�s worse, rent two different set-top boxes. This has the effect to generate 
suspicion and little satisfaction in the subscribers as well as in the potential 
subscribers� base and can constitute a barrier for the digital TV development in 
some countries. 

 

- finally, subscribers perceive that the digital TV market is in continuous evolution 
and mergers and acquisitions can change the offer in very short time. As a 
consequence, they often prefer to wait for a more stable market structure before 
subscribing to a digital TV service.        
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B2. Training 
 
Training is one of the most important issues related to convergence technologies. The lack 
of new professional profile for the new media industry seriously risk to hinder market 
development and, what's worse, to create new unemployment. There is a widespread need 
for IT experts, but it's not always easy to find them. Currently, there is an IT skills shortage 
which is estimated to grow by 10% per year until 2002, providing the take-off of e-
commerce and e-business does not accelerate. In this case the shortage can only increase48. 
Effective exploitation of content across a genuine convergence platforms requires hybrid 
production teams which merge "traditional talents with new media know-how"49. Some 
general facts about skill shortage may be reported: 
 

- jobs are migrating from the old to the new economy. In some cases these jobs have 
to be considered substitutive, i.e. the new jobs "eat" the old ones. But the new jobs 
require very high expertise, and it's very difficult to re-qualify people to the new 
technologies. 

  
- in a high number of European countries there is little awareness of this need. In 

particular, countries with an SME-based economic structure (such as Italy) have 
problems in dedicating time and economic resources to in-house training. The 
creation of new centres of excellence should be therefore a priority for policy 
makers and politicians, in order to help the European industry to keep the pace 
with the innovation 

 
- too little work is being done during primary and secondary school cycles, as 

market evolution is much faster than school programs' updating process. New 
learning engines (including interactive-TV and the web)50, in parallel to traditional 
school, need to be put into existence, and the concept of life-long learning must 
become a priority for policy makers. 

 
The new media industry is already exploring new business models to meet training 
requirements, and encourage the outsourcing of IT functions is a typical exercise. 
According to IDC, most senior executives in the new media sector expect outsourcing to 
deliver three things: access to broader skills, access to employee and technological 
excellence, increases in overall efficiency. 
 
On the other side, the lack of new professional profiles has direct implications on market 
dynamics as well: skills shortage generates a migration from small companies to bigger 
ventures, as small industries do not have enough money to pay qualified people. This fact 
directly contributes to the shake-out of the media and entertainment industry: new media 
producers tend to be bigger companies aggregating an increasing number of competencies 
"in-house". 

                                                           
48 Reported in Cap Gemini: "Media Chiefs endorse IT outsourcing". 
49 M. Wall: "Wall spells out united's vision", in a Cap Gemini report on new media 
50 G. Akyuz: "Disappearing world?", inTELEgence, April 2000. 
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C � Technical file 
 
 
C1. Technical concepts and data 
 
In this section, basic technical concepts, based on consolidate literature, will be provided. 
Due to the vastity of the treated subject, the authors decided to focus on the DVB-MHP 
standard. A short technical description of the notion of convergence integrates the 
technical file. As requested by the STOA Unit, concepts and data are not presented in a 
very technical form, as also non-expert readers can benefit from them. 
 
 
C1.1 The notion of convergence 
 
As seen in the discussion of the paper, convergence means the integration of different 
transmission means into a single technology platform, no matter what the content is. The 
DVB Project has defined the delivery media (for satellite, cable, terrestrial, etc.), and the 
interfaces (to ISDN, PSTN, ATM, PDH, SDH, etc.) which enable a cluster of 
interconnected devices in the home, all receiving and processing digital broadcast services. 
It all comes together on the set top box (STB) also known as the integrated receiver-
decoder (IRD)51. 
 
Figure 2. The DVB home platform 

 
Source: DVB 

                                                           
51 from the DVB site www.dvb.org  
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C.1.2 The DVB family of standards52 
 

The DVB standards related to digital TV access are the following:  
 

- DVB-S a satellite system that can be used with any transponder, current or planned;  
- DVB-C a matching cable system to suit the characteristics of all cable networks;  
- DVB-T a digital terrestrial system;  
- DVB-MC/S a microwave multi-point video distribution systems;  
- DVB-SI a service information system, enabling the user to navigate through the DVB 

environment;  
- DVB-CA a common scrambling system;  
- DVB-CI a common interface for conditional access and other uses 

 
The figure below summarises the acceptance of the DVB-T standard world wide.  
 
 
 
Figure 3. The diffusion of DVB-T standard world-wide 

 
 
Source: DVB 
 

                                                           
52 from the DVB site www.dvb.org  
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